Theta-band (4-12 Hz) activities in the frontal cortex have been thought to be a key mechanism of 2 sustained attention and goal-related behaviors, forming a phase-coherent network with task-related 3 sensory cortices for integrated neuronal ensembles. However, recent visual task studies found that 4 selective attention attenuates stimulus-related theta power in the visual cortex, suggesting a 5 functional dissociation of cortical theta oscillations. To investigate this contradictory behavior of 6 cortical theta, a visual Go/No-Go task was performed with electroencephalogram recording in mice. 7 During the No-Go period, transient theta oscillations were observed in both the frontal and visual 8 cortices, but theta oscillations of the two areas were prominent in different trial epochs. By 9 separating trial epochs based on subjects' short-term performance, we found that frontal theta was 10 prominent in good-performance epochs, while visual theta was prominent in bad-performance 11 epochs, exhibiting a functional dissociation of cortical theta rhythms. Furthermore, the two theta 12 rhythms also showed a heterogeneous pattern of phase-amplitude coupling with fast oscillations, 13 reflecting their distinct architecture in underlying neuronal circuitry. Interestingly, in good-14 performance epochs, where visual theta was relatively weak, stronger fronto-visual long-range 15 synchrony and shorter posterior-to-anterior temporal delay were found. These findings highlight a 16 previously overlooked aspect of long-range synchrony between distinct oscillatory entities in the 17 cerebral cortex and provide empirical evidence of a functional dissociation of cortical theta rhythms. 18 19 KEYWORDS 20 Theta rhythms, frontal theta, visual theta, electroencephalogram (EEG), Go/No-Go task 21 22 34
Previous literature emphasized the pro-cognitive role of coherent oscillatory networks between 25 distal brain regions, such as the fronto-visual theta synchrony. However, such a conceptual 26 framework has been challenged as recent findings revealed distinct behavioral correlates of theta 27 oscillations found in different cortical regions, especially in the frontal and visual cortices. Here, 28 we show that frontal and visual theta represent distinct cortical processes and that the functional 29 connectivity between them increases during sustained attention, especially when one of the two 30 theta rhythms is relatively suppressed. The data presented here highlight a novel aspect of neural 31 long-range synchrony between distinct cortical oscillators with distinct functional significance in 32 task performance. 33 
INTRODUCTION
region. Here, we hypothesize that enhanced fronto-visual theta synchrony can occur during the 68 suppression of frontal or visual theta. 69 To address this hypothesis, we designed a forced-paced (i.e., the opposite of self-paced) visual 70 Go/No-Go task for head-fixed mice and analyzed the electroencephalogram (EEG) oscillations of 71 each area. With this design, we aimed to capture the dynamic interaction between frontal and 72 visual theta within a single protocol. In particular, in No-Go trials, we expected the recruitment of 73 both frontal and visual theta oscillations, depending on the attentive state of the animal. This is 74 because elaborate sustained attention (i.e., remaining alert while inhibiting a Go response) has 75 been known to elicit control-related theta in the frontal cortex (2, 9), while visual perception 76 without attention has been reported to elicit theta oscillations in the visual area (7). By tracking 77 short-term behavioral performance within a single experimental session, we investigated state-78 dependent changes of frontal and visual theta oscillations and their coupling with higher 79 frequency oscillations (e.g., gamma oscillations) to confirm their functional dissociation. Then, 80 we characterized the property of functional connectivity between frontal and visual theta to show 81 how distinct cortical oscillators are coupled to form a coherent long-range network. 6 / 35 same (i.e., absence of licking response), Miss trials did not display such prominent theta band 118 activity ( Fig. 1-2 ). 119 120 Assessment of attentional state using short-term task performance 121 Because of the nature of the Go/No-Go task, some trial epochs without active engagement in 122 the task (e.g., attentional lapse) could be counted as correct No-Go responses. To distinguish 123 those by-accident CR trials from the intended, elaborate No-Go responses, we tracked the 124 changes in attentional state within a single session. During a task, attentional states change and 125 correspondingly, performance fluctuates over time (2) . In human and non-human primate studies, 126 the short-term history of correctness (6) or reaction time (RT) (14) is often used to track the 127 change of behavioral state. Similarly, we tracked the short-term proportion correct, pc, by defining 128 it as the ratio of correct trials (i.e., Hit and CR) across the 10 previous trials (see Materials and 129 Methods for details). With a rough range of 2-5 minutes, pc monitors the momentarily 130 fluctuating, varying trial-to-trial, attentional state. The distribution of pc for all CR trials exhibited 131 a positively shifted Gaussian function ( Fig. 2A , μ = .66, σ = .23, 2 = .98) whose mean was above 132 the chance level (i.e., μ = .5) (one-sample Z test, Z = 23.532, p < .001). Using the chance level as 133 a threshold, we regarded the trial epochs as either attentive (i.e., pc above the chance level; pc > 134 0.5) or inattentive states (i.e., pc ≤ 0.5). For CR trials, the lowest value of pc was 0.2 and the 135 highest value was 1, and attentive states were observed twice as frequently as inattentive states 136 (1,550 attentive states, 861 inattentive states). When we drew RT as a function of pc for licking 137 cases (i.e., Hit and FA), RT decreased in the case of Hit trials (from 1.93 s for pc = 0.2 to 1.14 s 138 for pc = 1, Z = 3.047, p = .002, Fig. 2B ). On the other hand, RT in the case of FA trials did not 139 show any dependence on pc. In this way each trial was labeled with pc, which successfully 140 reflected the change of attentional state, for further analysis.
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Opposite effects of attentional state on frontal and visual theta amplitudes 143 The primary aim of the experiment was to articulate the ongoing theta activity signatures with 144 respect to attention, which were reported to act in an opposite way in the frontal (2) and visual (7) 145 cortices. Thus, we were interested in the differences in ongoing theta activities between two 146 attentional states. The scatterplot in Fig. 2C shows a positive correlation between frontal and 147 visual theta amplitudes. On the other hand, the mean of each pc presented as a colored error bar 148 shows a negative correlation, with a movement in their distribution from the lower-right to the 149 upper-left corner as pc is increased. This opposite behavior of frontal and visual theta is 150 manifested in the plot of theta amplitudes as a function of pc (Fig. 2D ). In the frontal cortex, the correlation between theta amplitude and pc was positive, reaching its maximum at pc = 1 152 (Pearson's r = +.08, p < .001). In contrast, the relationship was negative for visual theta, reaching 153 its minimum at pc = 1 (Pearson's r = -.10, p < .001). The average theta amplitudes for attentive 154 versus inattentive, analyzed in the time-frequency domain, demonstrates the opposite effect of 155 attention on the frontal and visual theta amplitudes ( Fig. 2E ). In the frontal cortex, theta amplitude 156 in attentive states was significantly larger compared to that in inattentive states (96.5 ± 0.8 μV in 157 inattentive, 99.1 ± 0.7 μV in attentive; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z = 3.189, p < .001). On the other 158 hand, in the visual cortex, the amplitude of theta in attentive states was significantly smaller 159 compared to that in inattentive states (86.7 ± 1.0 μV in inattentive, 82.2 ± 0.9 μV in attentive; 160 Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z = -2.582, p < .001). These contrasting correlations suggest that frontal Distinct pattern of phase-amplitude coupling with fast oscillations 166 To further investigate the role of theta in each region, we performed the phase-amplitude cross-167 frequency coupling (CFC) analysis, whose characteristics are suggested to reflect the architecture 168 and function of underlying neuronal circuits (15). The amplitude maps of fast oscillations plotted 169 with respect to theta phase revealed strong but different CFC patterns across different pc values 170 and regions ( Fig. 3A ). For example, in the high-performance epochs with higher pc, the amplitude 171 of fast oscillations was strongly modulated by the phase of theta oscillation in the frontal cortex 172 compared to in the low-performance epochs. To analyze the effect of behavioral state on CFC, we 173 calculated the modulation index (MI) (16) as an indicator of CFC strength. As depicted in Fig. 
174
3B, the MI in the frontal cortex showed frequency-specific modulation of behavioral state, while 175 the visual cortex did not show such modulation. Between theta and low gamma (20-40 Hz), the 176 attentional enhancement in the frontal CFC was statistically significant (inattentive: 6.1 x 10 -4 ± 177 0.1 x 10 -4 , attentive: 6.6 x 10 -4 ± 0.1 x 10 -4 ; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z = 2.187, p = .029) ( Fig.   178 3C). For the faster frequency band (high gamma, 80-160 Hz) in the frontal cortex, attentional 179 reduction was observed (inattentive: 7.4 x 10 -4 ± 0.2 x 10 -4 , attentive: 7.0 x 10 -4 ± 0.1 x 10 -4 ; 180 Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z = -2.546, p = .011). However, in the visual cortex, the attentional 181 effect on CFC was not statistically significant for either low gamma (Z = -1.443, p = .149) or high 182 gamma (Z = 1.121, p = .262).
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These region-specific behaviors of CFC were further analyzed by investigating the theta phase 184 at which gamma amplitudes peaked (i.e., peak preference). When these phase angles were pooled separately for each region, their distributions differed (see polar plots in Fig. 3D ). In the frontal 186 cortex, the preferred theta phase (i.e., a phase bin of theta where maximum low gamma amplitude 187 was detected) was observed in the middle of the rising phase (109.7 ± 2.0°), whereas in the visual 188 cortex, the preferred theta phase was observed near the start of the falling phase (191.1 ± 1.7°). 189 The distributions of the preferred theta phase of low gamma were statistically different for the visual theta. Therefore, we investigated the time lag, , of frontal theta with respect to visual theta illustrates an example CCF of frontal and visual theta rhythms.  was obtained at each trial and 220 the distributions of  were plotted for different pc values ( Fig. 4D ). Among all trials, a majority of 221 the trials (84.61%) had positive , indicating that visual theta predominantly precedes frontal 222 theta. In addition, as pc increased, the distribution of  shifted to shorter phase lag. The peak  in 223 Fig. 4D systematically decreased as the state changed from inattentive to attentive, with values of 224 14.83 and 4.33 ms at pc of 0.2 and 1, respectively.  was 8.25 ± 0.24 and 6.97 ± 0.17 ms for 225 inattentive and attentive states, respectively (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z = 4.832, p <.001). In 226 addition, we found that the peak frequency of the cross-spectral density function was significantly 227 higher for the attentive state (5.84 ± 0.03 Hz) compared to the inattentive state (5.76 ± 0.04 Hz) 228 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z = 2.052, p = .040) ( Fig. 2-1 ). The increase of synchrony and shift to 229 shorter phase lag during the attentive state suggests the contribution of theta oscillations to task 230 engagement and sustained attention via their long-range functional network. 234 We found that the frontal and visual theta induced by the task had functionally distinct features. 235 Whereas the frontal theta amplitude was positively correlated with behavioral performance, the 236 visual theta amplitude was negatively correlated. In the frequency domain, the peaks of the two 237 theta oscillations differed by almost 1 Hz, and their phases modulated fast cortical oscillations in 238 different ways. Nonetheless, the frontal-visual theta synchrony increased as a function of 239 performance despite the weakened amplitude of visual theta, implying a critical role of phase-240 locked oscillations in successful task engagement. It is unlikely that frontal and visual theta have 241 common driving mechanisms; instead, it is more likely that the two theta have independent 242 origins but are weakly coupled to each other. We should note that there is a distinction between 243 phase locking (i.e., coupled oscillation with a constant phase difference) and phase trapping (i.e., their dynamic trajectory at the highly task-engaged brain state in their phase portrait; however, 253 determining whether this transition contributed to sustained attention or vice versa was beyond 254 the scope of this study. 255 Our phase dynamics analysis showed that visual theta led frontal theta throughout the recording 256 sessions. At the same time, frontal, not visual, theta increased its amplitude at higher pc 257 accompanied by a reduction in its phase delay to visual theta. This confounding behavior at 258 higher pc could be an influence of top-down directed frontal theta for cognitive control such as 259 motor inhibition (3) or phase resetting of theta oscillations by a stimulus in a highly task-engaged 260 brain state (19). In terms of the Communication through Coherence theory (20), the tight 261 interplay of two oscillations renders neuronal communication more effective, precise, and 262 selective. It is possible that a new common source arose around pc = 0.8 to enhance their 263 synchrony and that the newly adjusted phase lag was simply differential conduction delay. 264 However, the different patterns of theta-gamma coupling suggest this was not the case. Recently, 265 Zhang et al. reported that human cortical oscillations were regionally distinctive and had the 266 properties of weakly coupled oscillations rather than those of oscillations driven by a common source or feedback loop (21). Although attentional modulation was not included in their study, it 268 was consistent with our observations, in that the visual rhythm was faster than the frontal rhythm 269 by roughly 1 Hz and propagated to the anterior cortex. However, there was a mismatch in the 270 propagation delay in the human visual to frontal cortex, which was tenfold slower compared to 271 our observation in mice or in monkeys (22). The leading of visual theta might reflect the bottom-272 up relay of sensory information, and the systematic reduction of the delay is functionally relevant 273 to its purpose of faster relaying of sensory information. The delay is interpreted as a designated 274 temporal shift for the effective relay of information, transmitting a presynaptic spike at the peak 275 depolarization phases of postsynaptic neurons (22, 23). Metaphorically speaking, to selectively 276 improve the traffic in one direction, it may be optimal for the green lights of successive crossways 277 to be slightly delayed considering the amount of time it takes to drive through, rather than 278 operating with zero-lag synchrony. 279 Then what is the generation mechanism of frontal theta observed here? Considering that our 280 task requires an effort to withhold impulsive actions, frontal theta might originate from the 281 interaction of the cortico-basal ganglia circuit (i.e., anterior-cingulate/medial-frontal and 282 subthalamic nucleus) related to the conflict-related decision process (3, 24, 25). Or the frontal 283 theta may reflect communication between hippocampal structures and the frontal cortex (26, 27), 284 as the task required the subjects to maintain visuospatial information (i.e., direction of motion). 285 Regarding the role of frontal theta oscillations in sustained attention, a large and consistent body 286 of literature has discussed the top-down role of frontal theta in cognitive control (3) and sustained 287 attention (2). All these works included task-engaged mental processes (e.g., keeping one's goal in 288 mind, overriding the prepotent response, monitoring the goal-related sensory cues). Our results 289 provide further evidence for this top-down role of frontal theta oscillations, as we found that 290 frontal theta increased during sustained attention in mice. Importantly, phase synchrony between 291 frontal and visual theta increased in high-performance trials in a critical manner. Thus, frontal 292 theta appears to be behaviorally relevant as its top-down control mode. It should be noted that the 293 substantial work conducted in the frontal cortex has found gamma oscillations to play an 294 important role in pro-cognitive functions (28, 29). On the neuronal spike levels, the spiking 295 activities of the frontal cortex in the high gamma band were locked to theta oscillations in the 296 frontal and posterior parietal cortices during sustained attention (9). In our study, we found 297 effective modulation of low gamma, but not high gamma, by frontal theta using cross-frequency 298 coupling analysis. Continued work with neuronal recording or optogenetic interrogation will be 299 needed to clarify the specific role of frontal theta on neuronal activities during cognitive 300 processing.
The counteracting behavior of visual theta compared to frontal theta was counterintuitive, but it 302 was consistently and significantly observed across animals and days. This phenomenon of 303 "attentional reduction" in visual theta is in agreement with recent findings in monkeys (7, 30) and 304 ferrets (8). In humans, it has been reported that alpha activities (8-12 Hz) in the occipital cortex 305 reflect functional inhibition of task-irrelevant cortical areas (31). To the best of our knowledge, 306 wakeful relaxation related alpha activities have not been reported in mice unlike other cross-307 species frequency-preserved rhythms (32). In addition, compared to baseline activity, visual theta 308 in our study increased during stimulus presentation ( Fig. 2E ), whereas alpha usually decreases 309 (33), which is similar to the finding of Spyropoulos et al. (7) . Therefore, it seems more plausible 310 to regard the oscillatory activities observed in this study as visual theta rather than occipital alpha. 311 However, the functional significance of such attentional reduction in the cortical microcircuit 312 remains unknown. 313 What is the role of theta rhythmicity in the visual system? Recently, it has been suggested that 314 the theta rhythmicity in the perceptual domain reflects the periodic sampling process of the Figure 1a . 594 For visual stimuli, a random-dot motion was generated and presented through Matlab 595 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The dot motion was composed of 100 small dots (full 596 coherence, size = 0.5 ° in radius, field size = 60 ° in diameter, speed = 42 °/s, dot life = 1.67 ± 597 0.33 s from a Gaussian distribution, orientation = 90 ° or 180 °) and presented on a LCD screen 598 (LG E1910PM-SN, 19 inches, 1280x1024 resolution), located 15 cm away from the animal's 599 eyes. As for the validity of using random-dot motions in the mouse model, previous studies have 600 shown rodents are able to discriminate the direction of the random-dot motion (5) and exhibit 601 brain oscillatory responses similar to those found in humans (6). shaping stage was aimed to teach animals that water can be accessed by licking the tube. During 609 this period, a water reward was given for every lick (lick port sensor time-out = 20 s). Once the 610 animal started to robustly lick the tube, they advanced to the conditioning stage. The conditioning 611 stage trained animals to associate a visual stimulus with a water reward. Each trial began with a 612 monotone sound cue (10 kHz, 70 dB, 100 ms) and a white central fixation cross (size = 3 °) . After 613 2-3 s of the cue, a rightward moving-dots stimulus (S+, 'Go'-motion) was presented on the 614 screen, which subsequently turned black for 30 s for the water-tube licking. Each stimulus did not 615 last longer than 2 min, and 100 trials were given in one day. Our pilot study of reaction time (RT), 616 validated through video recording, showed that intentional licking results in a typical RT 617 distribution with a peak near 1 s, whereas spontaneous licking results in a scattered RT 618 distribution over a 2 min time period. Also, we found that licking rates decreased over time, 619 potentially due to thirst satiation. Thus, we considered the conditioning was successfully 620 established when the RT of the first 80 trials reached a typical RT distribution. Overall, the 621 percentage of mice licking in response to the visual stimulus on the last day of the conditioning 622 stage was roughly 70%. 623 In the Go/No-Go sessions (10 d, consecutive), the animals were required to discriminate the 626 direction of the moving dots ( Fig. 1B) . Each trial began with a monotone sound cue (10 kHz, 70 627 dB, 100 ms) and a white central fixation cross (size = 3 °) . After 2-3 s of the cue, the stimulus 628 was presented for 4 s with either a rightward-(S+, 'Go'-motion) or downward-(S-, 'No-Go'-629 motion) motion which was terminated when licking was detected. The direction of the motion of 630 each trial was randomly determined (50%) with a restriction that the same stimulus was not 631 presented more than 4 times in a row. A licking response during the S+, which was counted as a 632 Hit, resulted in instant reward. If the mouse did not take the reward within 20 s, the water in the 633 tube was suctioned out. On the other hand, a licking response to the S-was counted as a FA, 634 resulting in instant punishment and a 20 s timeout. Trials without licking responses were counted 635 as a Miss or CR for the S+ or S-, respectively. To guide the animals to react more consciously, 636 rather than reflexively, the response window started 0.5 s after the onset of motion (Fig. 1B) . 637 Inter-trial intervals (ITI, black screen) were 5-8 s long. Any spontaneous licking during the ITI or 638 cue period before the response window reset the trial starting from the ITI. 639 The number of trials per session was determined by the animal's performance that day (287 640 trials/d on average). Each session was terminated once the animal stopped licking for 30 641 successive trials, which we regarded as a lack of motivation for the task, and were excluded from 642 the EEG analysis. We unexpectedly observed an obsessive licking behavior, during which the 643 animal would indiscriminately lick the tube regardless of stimulus type. If animals licked for more 644 than 30 trials in a row, those trials were excluded from EEG analysis. Overall, around 41% of 645 trials were excluded. 646 647 Behavioral state rating 648 As previous human and animal studies have shown, performance in cognitive tasks varies over 649 time depending on the behavioral state, for instance due to an attentional lapse (7, 8). To 650 investigate the relationship between cortical theta activities and sustained attention, it was 651 important to infer correctly the behavioral state, as either attentive or inattentive. This is 652 particularly important in Go/No-Go tasks because mind wandering for a short period of time (i.e., 653 attentional lapse) can be counted as a correct No-Go response. To rate each trial according to 654 attentional state, the consistency of performance over time was analyzed. Because the span of 655 attentional state in humans was reported to range between 2-7 min (8) or exceed 10 min (9), we 656 assumed that short-term attentional state in mouse would be similar or shorter than that of human. 657 Then, we assumed the level of attentional state is reflected through performance in the previous trials (in the order of a few minutes). Finally, we identified fluctuations in performance over 10 659 successive trials by calculating the probability of correct answers (pc; Hit and CR), ranging from 0 660 (0 correct trials) to 1 (10 correct trials) with the chance level 0.5. pc of -th trial was defined as 
Cross-frequency coupling between theta and gamma oscillations
To investigate cross-frequency coupling between theta and gamma oscillations, we calculated In the current study, we set N equal to 30 (i.e., bin size = 12). where Δ ( ) = Fr ( ) − Vis ( ). PLV ranges from 0 (i.e., absence of phase locking) and 1 717 (i.e., perfect phase locking).
718
A cross-correlation function , (Δ ) of visual and frontal theta oscillations, X( ) and Y( ), 719 respectively, was calculated in each trial excluding the first 0.5 s (i.e., from = 0.5 to = 4), where arg max indicates the arguments of the maxima (i.e., the points that the cross-correlation 
